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AND HIGH SCHOOLS





Helping your students land more jobs
by helping your school provide efficient, effective and accessible training

Big Interview offers an on-demand and simple-to-use job interview training system that combines both 
expert-developed lessons and the ability to actually practice — all from a user’s home computer.

Big Interview empowers students to greatly improve their chances of landing a job — and gives them a 
fundamental skill they’ll use for the rest of their careers.



Fully customizable for students
and faculty alike
Equally ready for last-minute individual prep, or 
curriculum-integrated classroom use

Big Interview gives schools the perfect set of customization tools for their goals and 
situations.

Whether for self-starter students looking for individualized interview prep, faculty 
members looking to easily assign and grade mock interviews, or career services 
departments who need to serve growing student bodies with limited resources, Big 
Interview is ready to serve your school’s needs.



Our practice interviews are industry specific, difficulty adjusted, and always available.

Students get a well-rounded view of the type of questions to expect during any 
interview and can practice answering them all. 

Whether you’re looking for behavioral/competency-based questions or questions 
specific to an industry (140+ industries covered), we’ve got you covered. And our 
library of industries, job roles, and questions is constantly updated to reflect the 
latest changes and trends in hiring and workforce demands. 



Our comprehensive video and written training materials were developed by top coach 
Pamela Skillings.

From learning job interview fundamentals in Lesson 1 , to learning how to close an 
interview and ask smart questions in Lesson 10, our full video curriculum leads users 
through every step of the interview process.

Students using Big Interview to prepare individually have all the training they need 
readily available and broken down into time-based learning tracks. Faculty and staff 
can also use the lessons to easily supplement classroom teaching or homework 
assignments.





Get a free demo
hello@biginterview.com

or call 888-880-3322

While privately coaching clients, I found that there was a need for powerful tools to train students and 
give them crucial interview skills. The methodology behind Big Interview is backed up by years of 

academic research on the dynamics of the job interview, and by the success stories we see every day 
from government agencies, educational institutions, and individual users around the world.


